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Technical workstations aren’t  
complete without the appropriate 
seating. Eaton offers a full portfolio  
of seating  options to suit your  
needs. Specified by market segment,  
we offer a variety of options and  
price points to complete your  
workspace solution. 

Lab/industrial seating Fabric selections

Our lab and industrial seating options provide the ergonomic  
support necessary for optimum comfort and productivity.

  ergonomic
               support

CR Fusion Stool  
Part # SCRL100 
Mid height, medium back,  
adjustable task arms*,  
Forte fabric
* Arms not shown

NP Graphite Stool  
Part # SNPL200 
Medium back, black urethane 
back and seat, 8" cylinder,  
NeXtep platform with casters

CR Triton Stool  
Part # SCRL300 
ESD fabric, medium back,  
four-way, mechanical,  
adjustable arms*, foot ring,  
Forte fabric
* Arms not shown

NG WXO Stool  
Part # SNGL301 
Mesh back and seat, contoured 
waterfall seat, adjustable height 
arms and lockable arm pads,  
2" carpet casters, foot ring

NP U3ia Stool 
Part # SNPL301 
Mesh back, fabric seat, 3"  
adjustable arms, 8" cylinder, 
wide NeXtep with casters,  
Ace fabric

NP Adapta Stool   
Part # SNPL300 
Medium back, large seat, adjust-
able arms, deluxe tilt mech, 8" 
cylinder, NeXtep platform with 
casters, black alternate leather

NG LXO Stool   
Part # SNGL200 
Mesh back, four-way adjustable 
arms; lumbar support, foot ring, 
Mystic fabric 

NP Geo Stool   
Part # SNPL100 
Geo stool, low black urethane 
back and contoured seat, no 
arms, 8" cylinder, chrome foot 
ring, hard floor casters

CR Rhino Plus Stool   
Part # SCRL200 
Medium back, black urethane and molded foam back and 
seat, four-way adjustment, adjustable task arms, foot ring 

Ace fabrics

Forte fabrics

Mystic fabrics

All mesh, urethane, leather and  
ultra leather come in black.

Leather Urethane
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